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Complete documentation now avail-
able online to spa oems, dealers, 

technicians and spa owners. QRCs
TechBooks, manuals and more.

www.geckodocs.com

To promote and support our control 
systems, keypads, pumps, apps and 

accessories for spas with videos 
and a touch of rock & roll.

www.geckotv.ca

A dedicated service and support 
team and an online store for prod-
ucts, accessories and parts for spa 

distributors, dealers and technicians.

www.geckodepot.com

To fully benefit from all the features and advantages of our in.touch IC app 
for spa professionals, you need to have as many in.touch 2 as possible installed 

on the spas of your past and new customers!

Learn all about the in.touch 2 showroom kit to promote in store purchases at:
www.geckointouch.com/dskit

in.touch 2 showroom kit



We design meaningful products, create great user experiences and build strong 
and long-lasting relationships with our customers. We’re the perfect partner!

The edge of having it all!

Learn more about Gecko’s products at www.geckoalliance.com

Wireless control from mobile devices, 
lights, water sanitization, audio streaming 
and other accessories and peripherals 

to optimize the spa experience.

Power, performance, durability, reliabil-
ity and efficiency. Aqua-Flo by Gecko’s 
complete lines of certified spa pumps 
available in multiple configurations.

iOS and Android apps for spa users 
and professionals make it very easy to 
control, program or troubleshoot spas 

from a smartphone or a tablet. 

accessoriesapps

We offer complete series of multi-
function and multi-feature keypads for 
spas and hot tubs with touch screen, 

color, lcd or led displays.

Our Y series boasts impressive features 
and technology in a reliable, safe, 
enduring and user-friendly control 

systems designed for spas.

keypads pumpscontrol systems

Gecko’s in.temp is the new way to 
regulate the water of any spa. This plug 

and play solution is so easy to use. 
Once connected to a Y series control, 

the job is done. Your customer just has 
to choose one of its various modes. 

Using our in.temp is definetely saving 
energy and money!

Who said luxury is unaffordable? 
At Gecko Alliance, we think everybody 

deserves it! Our new in.k330 is the 
perfect alternative for those who want 

a solidly built keypad with a classy look 
and a distinctive display. Optimize 
your customers’ experience with 

this nice upgrade. 

New affordable
lighted keypad

New dual temperature 
heat pump

in.tempin.ye-V3

With Gecko’s in.ye-V3, you got so 
much more to offer to your customers. 
Gecko Alliance’s R&D team also thinks 

about you! Our pack has been up-
graded so you can install your equip-

ment in the best conditions, easily 
and quickly. No more headache or 
hesitation. It becomes child’s play!

New evolved
in.ye pack

New!

in.touch 2 is now fully compatible with 
Amazon Alexa’s and Google Home’s 

complete families of home vocal assis-
tants. You can now “talk” to your spa!

vocal assistant

in.k330

Our development teams are pleased to introduce key products and
services that will undoubtedly enhance the spa experience!

This year, we’re redifining “new and improved”
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With in.ye control systems, you don't 
have to worry about compatibility; 
instead, there’s just the comforting 

certainty that all spa configurations are 
supported. In the aftermarket, in.ye is 

the best retrofit control system to 
extend the lifespan of older spas. 

Our in.yj control system offers 
the flexibility to be easily assembled 
in small footprint spa, without losing 
out on functionality and options. It is 
equipped with a remote heater that 

simplifies the installation and configu-
ration of the equipment in tight areas.

Y series opens up to the addition of 
wireless control from mobile devices, 

water sanitization, audio streaming and 
more, to maximize the spa experience.

in.yt control systems are the simplest, 
most flexible solutions when it comes 
to supporting even the most complex 

array of spa add-ons and options.
It is the natural choice for anyone 

who wants easy to implement
multi-application spa systems.

total compatibility total satisfactiontotal flexibility

Y series delivers optimal performance 
and total control, giving spa owners the 
immediate satisfaction of getting a lot 

more than what they expected.

Y series is designed to fit in perfectly 
and to be easily installed, powered and 
connected to pumps and accessories 
of spas of all sizes and configurations.

immediate boost future expandabilityuniversal fit
now available on the in.ye:
- in.lu.me
- 12VDC light
- IOT
- boosted CPU
- external memory
- RS 485 communication link

improved mounting
feet design

main keypad
connection

new watertight
strain relief system

enough outputs 
for all spa needs

AMP connectors for outputs
now easier to connect

main power entry
connection

new diagnostic LEDs

bonding lugnew access to
heater connections

New!

Learn more about Gecko’s Y series of control systems for spas and hot tubs at www.yseries.ca

With its new terminal block, onboard 
AMP connectors and an evolved cable 
strain relief system, it has never been 
easier to connect your accessories
to a control box! We’ve also added

a pathway to connected accessories 
with faster comunication.

With a light output capacity increased 
to 1.25A and the integration of the 

in.mix 300 color system on the main 
board, new in.lu.me cables and LED 

lights can be connected directly to the 
in.ye-V3 box with full color control 

directly from the keypad.

After upgrading its smaller brother, 
we could not resist doing the same with 

Gecko’s in.ye. With its boosted CPU,
external memory and higher capacity 
relays, in.ye-V3 now has the power it 

needs for new features... like LED lights 
for troubleshooting clues. 

relaxation in full colors
with in.mix integration

installation
made simple

a lot more
to offer

in.ye-V3
Optimize your customers' spa experience

with Gecko’s new generation of in.ye control systems

Y series control systems
Impressive features and advanced technology.

Convivial, reliable, safe and enduring control systems for spas and hot tubs.
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Our solidly built in.k330 supports 
Gecko’s in.lu.me LED lights system 

and our brand new in.temp. It brings 
all the features you really need to 

one keypad. It is the perfect choice for 
your customers who want quality!

Completely ergonomic, our new 
in.k330 has a big LCD screen with 
excellent contrasts and brightness. 

Its static colors and 5 keys make it so 
easy to use. A classy and ergonomic 

keypad, that’s the perfect combination!

distinctive display perfect 2 pump solution

Learn more about Gecko’s series of keypads for spas and hot tubs at www.geckokeypads.com

With its larger dimension, sleekness 
and its backlit outer rim, Gecko’s 

in.k330 is an affordable alternative 
for those who want to experience 

luxury. Its design will enhance 
the look of any spa.

classy look

Pump 1 indicator

Up & Down

LCD color

Clear outer rim

Pump 1

Pump 2

Light

Pump 2 indicator

Light indicator

in.k330in.k1001+
Giving full control to wet fingers!

Touch screen, color, LCD and LED display keypads for spas and hot tubs
featuring various configurations and menu-driven or streamlined interfaces.

An affordable touch of luxury
The perfect balance for those who wants to experience

style with more functions.

7-key audio wired remote for 
in.stream 2 outdoor audio station 
for spas and the whole backyard!

7 raised keys, large LCD display, 
streamlined interface for Gecko’s X and 

Y series of control systems for spas.

4 keys, LCD display, streamlined 
interface for Gecko’s X and Y series 

of control systems for spas.

in.k175in.k300

7 keys, color display, menu-driven 
interface for Gecko’s X and Y series 

of control systems for spas.

10 keys, large color display, 
menu-driven interface for Gecko’s X and 

Y series of control systems for spas.

in.k500

in.k450

in.k800

Interactive display icons and on-screen 
messages made for a unique, truly 

interactive and attractive user interface.

in.k1000+

New!
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The Circ-Master CMXP pump features 
increased filtration efficiency, greater 
flow to heater and compact design for 

continuous duty operation.

Circ-Master hp/cp pumps, designed 
exclusively for spas, takes 24-hour 

filtration to a new level, delivering flow 
rate up to 40 GPM.

A jet pump and a circulation pump, in 
a single body… the new XP2-LE pump! 

An all-in-one pump with the perfor-
mance and the efficiency you want!

The Flo-Master XP2 outperforms any 
other 48 frame pumps. With a flow rate 

up to 225 GPM, it is perfect for all 
types of spas and hot tubs.

CMXP CMHP & CMCPXP2

The Flo-Master XP2e pump provides 
greater flow rates with overall energy 

efficiency, increasing the features and 
benefits it offers to spa owners.

Designed for today's larger spas with 
multiple jets requiring increased flow 

and optimal performance. The perfect 
pump model for swim spas.

XP2e XP2 LEXP3

Going strongly against the flow.
Available in multiple configurations to cover all needs.

North American pump models
Aqua-Flo by Gecko’s pumps for small to swim spas!

Power, performance, durability, reliability, efficiency.

Learn more about Aqua-Flo by Gecko’s pumps for spas and hot tubs at www.geckopumps.com

International pump models

Higher LPM allows the new CMXP ce 
to operate a high-flow heating system 

resulting in increased heating effi-
ciency and high density filtration.

Circ-Master CMHP ce & CMCP ce are 
powerful, efficient and quiet. Ideal for 

24/7 circ pump applications. They 
feature a flow rate up to 150 LPM.

Blue to the core, bold, lean and great 
for the bottom line, new eco-friendly 
Flo-Master’s XP2e BL ce pumps can 
be easily customized to fit any needs.

Eco-friendly Flo-Master’s XP2 BL ce 
pumps can be easily calibrated to 

optimize the performance and 
enhance the efficiency of all spas.

CMXP ce CMHP ce & CMCP ceXP2 BL ce

Ideal for high-flow requirements, XP2e 
ce features single or dual-speed, 1.5 to 
3 HP, 80 or 90 mm frame motor, flow 
rate up to 800 LPM and much more.

Ideal for swim spas and larger spa 
models, XP3 ce features 2.5 HP or 

3 HP model, 90 mm frame motor and 
flow rate up to 1,325 LPM.

XP2e ce XP2e BL ceXP3 ce
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Are you looking for the most energy 
efficient form of heating water? 

Our in.temp is the perfect solution! 
Air sourced heat pumps, will allow you 
to save up to 75% energy consumption 
in comparison with electric elements. 

The icing on the cake: Gecko’s in.temp 
also uses an eco-friendly refrigerant 

(R32 and R410A).

With in.temp, you can choose one of 
its six modes of operation that suits 
you the best: Eco Heat, Smart Heat, 

Eco Auto, Smart Auto, Cool and 
Electric! No matter the weather, 

your spa will always be at the perfect 
temperature. Smart modes let you 

taking full advantage of your in.temp
to optimize your savings. 

Here comes Gecko’s new heat pump 
solution. Using our in.temp has never 
been so easy! Simply connect it to a 
Y series control that supports it and 

you’re good to go! Automatic detection, 
smart power management and no 
additional power circuit required, 
the in.temp powers directly from 

the spa control.

benefit from 
energy savings

a total flexibility that can 
also cool down water

plug and 
play solution

accessory (AC) 
jumper selector

fastening 
bracket

CO port

AC connectors

to spa pack

heat mode selection

AC power input

Install in.grid with a heat exchange unit or with an external heat pump or a gas heater.
www.geckoportal.com/ingrid

spa circulation/  
main pump spa pack

in.clear (sanitation)

communication port 

spa equipment bay

power

in.temp 

In order to limit the heat loss from the piping, 
it is recommended to install the heat pump as close 

as possible to the spa. A 15 foot (4.5 m) cord is provided.

Select, use and synchronize alternative heat sources.
in.grid

A smart way to control external heat sources to warm the water of your spa.

A new way to regulate the water of your spa.
in.temp

World-class, quiet and efficient.

You can connect up to 5 single button 
in.k110 switches to control spa acces-
sories. in.grid is available in 5 switches 
or 4 switches and a CO port models.

Take full advantage of your external 
heat sources to optimize your savings. 
Choose one of the 4 heating modes 

that suits you best.

in.grid acts as a dispatcher of external 
heating sources such as your heat 
pump, your central house heating 

system or your gas heater.

benefit from 
energy savings

connect up to five 
single button switches

select, use and 
synchronize

12V

+
-

spa circulation/ 
main pump

auxiliary pump

relay driver

240Vac
50/60Hz

central 
heating

heat
exchange

 

to spa

spa pack

in.grid
spa 

return

spa circulation/ 

main pump spa pack

in.grid

pump heater
 or gas heater

New!
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in.mix 300 can control up to 3 inde-
pendently managed or synchronized 

light zones in or around your spa. 

Create a personalized ambiance easily 
with an infinite selection of colors

and a light intensity dimmer.

When connected to one of our Y series 
control systems, in.mix 300 transforms 
your keypad in a real lighting console.

The perfectly designed interface allows to easily create  
the ambiance you have in mind with your own 

selection of colors.

With simple presses and slides of your fingertip, you 
can activate zones, choose from a multitude of colors, 

synchronize zones, create fading effects and more. 

Your in.touch 2 mobile app allows you to remotely 
customize your color zones in or around your spa.  

Easy and simple, at your fingertips.

lights up to 3 different 
color zones

the power to create the 
perfect ambiance

a lighting console at 
your fingertips

in.mix 300 comes with a built-in power supply and can be connected to a 120V or 240V output of a X or Y series control system.
It can drive up to a hundred points of RGB (red, green, blue) in three zones. More at www.inmix300.com

in.k1000 touch screen keypad
in.mix 300 interface

in.k800 keypad 
in.mix 300 interface

in.mix 300 in.lu.me

better configuration

81 LEDs though:
1 in.lu.me-loop-1 & 1 in.lu.me-clus-9
1 in.lu.me-loop-4 & 4 in.lu.me-spyd-6
1 in.lu.me-loop-8 & 8 in.lu.me-spyd-6

best configuration

120 LEDs though:
1 in.lu.me-loop-1 & 1 in.lu.me-clus-9
1 in.lu.me-loop-8 & 7 in.lu.me-spyd-6

& 1 in.lu.me-clus-9
1 in.lu.me-loop-4 & 4 in.lu.me-spyd-6
1 in.lu.me-loop-8 & 2 in.lu.me-spyd-6

& 6 in.lu.me-spyd-4

The combination of in.mix 300 and 
in.lu.me cables and LED lights is simply 

the best lighting system for spas. 

good configuration

57 LEDs though:
1 in.lu.me-loop-1 & 1 in.lu.me-clus-9
1 in.lu.me-loop-8 & 8 in.lu.me-spyd-6

Cleverly designed loop, spyder and 
cluster cables and connectors with 

high-intensity RGB LED lights.

in.lu.me eases the process of ins-
talling cables, lights and other equip-
ment to seriously light up your spa.

for quick, easy
and clean installation

sleek cable and
connector designs

made for in.mix 300
color lighting console

Gecko’s lighting control console for your spa.
Create stunning underwater color shows with Gecko’s light system for your spa.

The most comprehensive LED system for spas.
in.lu.me cables and LED lights are in.mix 300’s perfect companions.

New!
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in.touch 2’s iOS and Android apps 
makes it very easy to control and 

program functions and features of your 
spa from your smartphone or your tablet.

You can now “talk” to your spa through Alexa or Google, ask spa related questions and get 
helpful answers or give basic commands on settings and functions.

in.touch 2 transmitters emit a strong, 
stable and long-range signal between 

your spa and your router (about 
3 times longer than a regular signal).

in.touch 2 comes with 2 pre-paired RF 
transmitters. One being part of your 

spa system and the second one, to be 
connected to your internet router.

strong & long range signal state-of-the-art apps

A few examples of vocal commands and Q&As.

in.touch 2 is now fully compatible with Amazon Alexa’s and Google Home’s
complete families of home vocal assistants.

Download the iOS or Android edition of the in.touch 2 app.
www.geckointouch.com

Complete list of questions at:
www.geckointouch.com/vocal-assistant

Q  Ask my spa control to start my spa.
 
 A “Your spa has been started.”

Q  Ask my spa control to stop my spa.
 
 A “Your spa has been stopped.”

Q  Ask my spa control to set the  
 watercare to away from home.

 A “Your current watercare
      is set to...”

Q  Ask my spa control what is the 
 water temperature.

 A “Your water temperature
      is currently....”

Q  Ask my spa control what is the FLO
    message/error code. 

 A “This is the no flow condition.  
  This could be due to a few reasons, 
  like your circulation...”

Q  Ask my spa control what is my 
 temperature setting.

 A “Your set point has been set to...”

Q  Ask my spa control what is the 
 connection state between my two  
 in.touch 2 transmitters.

 A “Your in.touch is connected
       and reachable.”

Works with
Amazon Alexa and 

Google Home.

Get a response
to vocal commands

and questions.

Yes! You can
now talk to your

spa system!

in.touch 2 app

home side transmitter
connected to your router

spa side transmitter
connected to your spa system

simplest of setups

in.touch 2
Gecko’s ultimate mobile remote control for your spa.

in.touch 2 vocal assistant
“Alexa... Hey Google... ask my spa control...”

Easily integrate your spa to the Internet of Things!

pre-paired RF transmitters
automatically connect to one another
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Clear, clean, soft water every time you use your spa.
The most efficient, reliable and safest bromine based
water sanitization system ever offered to spa owners.

in.clear is available standard, or as an option, on gecko driven spa models or as a standalone unit.
www.inclear.ca

Boost key makes it easy to adjust 
in.clear performance. Extra bromine is 

produced whenever necessary.

The in.clear system does not produce 
offensive odors, does not cause eye 

irritation and is very easy to use.

Once you find the proper adjustment 
for your spa, the level is set. 

This maintenance level monitors and 
controls residual bromine in your spa.

Keypad messages and indicators let 
you know when to add BromiCharge 
salt for optimal bromine generation.

boost mode easy on the sensesself-diagnostic

The low salt requirement of in.clear and 
the absence of harsh chemicals provide 
the sanitization needed to give a perfect 

feel to the water of your spa.

No need to add chemicals to your spa 
every week. in.clear is a very low main- 

tenance system. Water stays clean 
even if left alone for weeks at the time.

free of
harsh chemicals

easy adjuster
(maintenance mode)

automatic
generation of bromine

Detect and correct customer problems 
even before they notice them or access 
all pertinent info about their spas when 

they call, for real pro-active service.

From your smartphone to theirs, you 
can ask customers permission to 

access their spas and quickly identify, 
trouble shoot and resolve problems.

Scan all connected spas of your 
installed base. Color status codes and 
signal strength icons give you real-time 

info on the status of each of them.

Instant Connection
(pro-active customer service)

IC you

Immediate Contribution
(remote diagnostic & resolution)

IC now

Installation Coverage
(installed base of spas and hot tubs)

IC all

customer spa pages permission requestdealer dashboard

ic
Download the iOS or Android edition of the in.touch ic app for spa and hot tub professionals

www.geckointouch-ic.com

Remote supervision of your spa installed base.
in.touch ic

More than a new pro app, a smarter way to work!

in.clear
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Outdoor audio station for spas and the whole backyard. Docking station for your digital audio sources.

Compact, rugged and splash proof, 
in.stream 2 has a built-in power supply 
designed to get the most of its amplifier.

Easy to install, in.stream 2 can be 
controlled from main or auxilairy 
keypads on the edge of your spa.

in.stream 2 features Class D amplifier 
technology to enhance your outdoor 

audio experience.

in.k1000 touch screen keypad
audio interface

in.k800 keypad audio interface in.k500 keypad audio interface in.p4 can be installed for right or 
left hand door opening.

in.p4’s enclosure design includes a docking base, 
watertight gaskets and a latching mechanism.

all in one audio system
and power supply

full control of your audio 
from spa side

awesome
sound quality

smoked see-through door

hinges

1/8” audio mini jack

smartphone stand

latch mechanism

USB connector cable

backlit base
(linked to spa’s LED system)

in.stream 2 in.p4

When connected to an in.stream 2 
audio station, your sources can be 

controlled directly from the spa side.

in.p4 protects your audio sources and 
their precious content against electron-
ics’ worst enemies: water & humidity.

Designed to host best-selling smart-
phones, iPods, USB flash drives and 
other portable digital audio players.

protects your
digital audio sources

lets you control your 
audio from spa side

docks and connects 
your smartphone

auxiliary

status LED

USB connector

to CO Acc

in.link keypad

FM antenna

to CO Pack

speakers outputs

AC power input

subwoofer ouput

Streamed from your spa, your favorite music never sounded so good. Docks, connects, protects and allows full remote control directly from your spa.

Keypad audio interfaces feature full control of sources, volume and settings, and display of song tag information.
www.gecko.audio

Gecko’s in.p4 docking station features a USB and an 1/8” audio input mini jack connectors. 
Its design includes a smoked see-through door, a backlit base stand as well as hidden screws and brackets.
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Optimize your customers’ spa experience
with Gecko Alliance’s control systems, keypads, pumps,

apps and accessories for spas and hot tubs.

2019 fall trade show product showcase

Piscina & Wellness Barcelona
October 15-18

Barcelona, Spain
Booth: 482

Gecko Docs GeckoTV

International Pool Spa Patio Expo
November 5-7

New Orleans, USA
Booth: 1017 

Welcome
to the connected spa world.

450 des Canetons, Québec, QC Canada G2E 5W6, 800.78.GECKO, geckomkt@geckoal.com 
www.geckoalliance.com

© 2019 - Gecko Alliance Marketing Services - Printed in Canada

Complete documentation now avail-
able online to spa oems, dealers, 

technicians and spa owners. QRCs
TechBooks, manuals and more.

www.geckodocs.com

To promote and support our control 
systems, keypads, pumps, apps and 

accessories for spas with videos 
and a touch of rock & roll.

www.geckotv.ca

A dedicated service and support 
team and an online store for prod-
ucts, accessories and parts for spa 

distributors, dealers and technicians.

www.geckodepot.com

To fully benefit from all the features and advantages of our in.touch IC app 
for spa professionals, you need to have as many in.touch 2 as possible installed 

on the spas of your past and new customers!

Learn all about the in.touch 2 showroom kit to promote in store purchases at:
www.geckointouch.com/dskit

in.touch 2 showroom kit


